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"Never give in." Ever since he woke up inÃ‚Â a terrorist torture chamberÃ¢â‚¬â€•with a year of his

life erased from his mindÃ¢â‚¬â€•Charlie West has been on the run. He has one desperate hope of

getting his life back: track down the mysterious agent named Waterman. But in fact, reaching

WatermanÃ¢â‚¬â€•and recovering the secrets lost in his own memoryÃ¢â‚¬â€•will only increase his

danger. Because a team of ruthless killers is rapidly closing in on him, determined to stop him from

finding the answers. And the truth of the matter is more incredible . . . and more deadly . . . than he

could ever imagine. "Action sequences that never let up . . . wrung for every possible drop of

nervous sweat." Ã¢â‚¬â€•Booklist review of The Long Way Home
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Charlie West has a problem. The bad guys are trying to get him--and so are the good guys. But



sometimes, when you need it the most, allies can come from the strangest places. And with his

memories finally coming back to him bit by bit, Charlie is beginning to understand the truth of the

matter.From book one, chapter one, sentence one, the Homelanders series has never let up on the

action. Everything that happens in these books is drained for every possible drop of suspense. But

somehow, in the midst of the constant car chases, fist fights and gun fire, you get to know Charlie.

And you can't help but root for him as he goes up against impossible odds for what he believes

in.Finally, all the pieces of Charlie's past are beginning to come together for what is sure to be one

of the most suspenseful books of all time. My only complaint is that we'll have to wait till August for

The Final Hour.

In The Truth of the Matter, Charlie West is searching for a man named Waterman. West has found

out that Waterman knows all about his past and the Homelanders. Waterman gave West a drug to

help him to remember the past year of his life. West started to remember everything in flashbacks

that sometimes were so strong that it knocked him out. The third book in the series reveals the truth

behind why the Homelanders are after him. The Homelanders and the police are getting closer to

tracking down West. Will he be able to escape them or will they capture him? Will Charlie West

survive? Can he ever stop running?I would recommend this book to anyone who loves mystery

books! It has a lot of action and secrets that are finally coming out in the third book of the series.

Andrew Klavan can definably write magnificent action packed books! I was shocked to learn some

of the truths about why the Homelanders are after Charlie West. I can't wait to start reading the final

book in the series coming very soon! If you want an immense summer book check out the

Homelanders series, you won't regret it!

Great book. Very suspensful!

This third book of the Homelanders Series opens as Charlie West finds the man he's been looking

for--the one he believes will be able to fill him in on the gaps in his memory. But as Charlie is slowly

able to piece together his memories, the plot thickens, and the adventure grows even more

intense.This series is really intended for teenage boys or tomboys (middle school-high school), but

as a woman and mother, I found it to be enjoyable light reading. The stories should really be read in

order as they build on each other, and I'd also recommend that parents of teenage readers use the

Reading Group Guide to discuss the book further with their young adults since the stories provide

an easy and excellent opportunity to talk about some very important issues including faith, morality,



and patriotism.

Terrorists, only a short period of time to stop them, and the teenage boy who knows the truth of

what they're up to. . . if only he can remember. It's an engaging story, with a likeable viewpoint

character in a difficult situation. The plot develops well, regularly ratcheting up the tension to keep

the reader engaged, while also involving the reader in the character's thought processes. Klavan

successfully injects some philosophical threads into this; a characteristic of his novels that help to

make them especially enjoyable. A good read.

This is the third book in The Homelanders series. As expected, it picks up right where the second

leaves off. Charlie continues his quest for answers and finally begins to put the pieces of the puzzle

that is his life back together. Klavan keeps the story and excitement going strong. The page-turning

effect these books have on the reader is amazing. It is very easy to get drawn in and absorbed by

the book. Every chapter ending, as well as the book ending, are total cliff hangers and will leave the

reader in suspense, itching to read more.

If your son has read every Hardy Boys book and every other book for his age, consider checking

out this series by Andrew klavan. I find it very appropriate for boys ages 13 to 15 and they will love

it.

A book that is truly inspirational for a teen like me. This series is tied together by a character with

morals, and a mind seeking only truth and righteousness. This series is a true page turner with love,

action, and mystery around every corner. Simple put, you just gotta read these books! : )
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